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Abstract – In understanding religiosity in the domain of human experience, one should have an assiduous
examination of the context of such experience and the factors that might affect its condition. Hence, religious
studies must be multidimensional and interdisciplinary both in nature and in character. This approach to
religiosity does not only affirm the richness of religious experience but also may engender novel theological
and religious discourse; new way of understanding and ascertaining established theological and religious
norms. However, an empirical analysis is not complete if not with the principles presented by human sciences
and the methodology provided by statistics. This paper argues the necessity of an empirical based analysis of
religious experiences utilizing Baring and Canete’s published empirical material, in arriving at a grounded
theological and religious discourse. The paper is not a comparative analysis on the work of the aforementioned
authors but a literary review in affirming the indubitable use of an empirical based analysis in arriving at a
well-grounded theological and religious discourse.
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, several studies have been
conducted in the field of religiosity because it is believed
to be an “important part of life for many people” [19]. In
an empirical study conducted by Chaeyoon Lim [26], she
found out that in a sample size of over 1.3 million
respondents, there is a positive relationship between
religiosity and the domains of subjective well-being.
Therefore, a sense of religiosity is essential to developing
a person’s “self-concept” and the temperament of one’s
existence. One can posit that religiosity has something to
do with the human person's existential condition; it has
something to do with a person’s sense of self. Hence,
religiosity deals with the way people look at the world
either at the macrocosmic or microcosmic level, the way
an individual would interact with his/her environment,
with other people, and even with non-human beings. In
other words, religiosity pertains to the human interface
with the elements and aspects ostensible to it.
Considering this premise, a sense of religiosity could not
be limited to the domains of institutionalized religion [6]
because, as a condition of human existence, religiosity
has something to do with existential perception and a
person’s disposition. In this case, religious phenomena
are human conditions concerning the beliefs of an
individual; religiosity is an experience of the human
person concerning something profound that affects the
condition of their existence [29, 43]. Understanding

religiosity in the domain of human experience, one
should have an assiduous examination of the context of
such experience and the factors that might affect its
condition. Hence, religious studies must be
multidimensional and interdisciplinary both in nature
and in character.
It is in this thought that religious studies are a
multidimensional investigation if it aims at making sense
of various religious experiences [15, 25] as “key
dimensions of human culture which can be understood in
ways akin to other discipline’s understanding of their
object” [16, 43, p.3]. As religious experiences integrally
affect the person, the approach must be multidimensional
or interdisciplinary to properly exhaust and understand
the meaning of religious experiences and their probable
effects on how an individual deals with oneself and with
others. In the context of an interdisciplinary approach,
vital to the understanding of religiosity are empirical
evidence that are observable in themselves. The sets of
empirical evidence are then subjected to various
interdisciplinary approaches and practical and theoretical
observations from different schools of thought in the
fields of anthropology, sociology, psychology,
philosophy [43], statistics, and both the applied and
social sciences. This way of understanding religiosity is
grounded in an individual's reality and life experiences,
compared to the theological approach that appropriates
and judges the sense of religiosity of an individual using
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the lenses of Christian tradition precepts; theological temperament of an individual that might augment some
reflections are grounded on the Judeo-Christian tradition. theological reflections rooted in the lived experience of
Such a way of comprehending religiosity “rested upon an the individual to the rich well-spring of theology and
acceptance of the truth claims of the tradition” [43, p.3]. religious studies. Hence, empirical-based analysis on
This way of measuring and understanding religiosity religiosity and its aspects provides an avenue for a
has the tendency to limit the richness of religious theological and religious discourse between theological
experience by disregarding empirical accounts exclusive reflection based on the Judeo-Christian tradition with the
to the very perception of an individual and are analogous theological reflection based on contemporary religious
to their experiences. Theological reflection founded experiences. This discourse would then create
exclusively on Christian tradition tends to disregard the newfangled theological reflections that deconstruct and
empirical dimension of religiosity and judges the quality reconstruct previous theological and religious beliefs to
of such experience as “religious” if it conforms with the arrive at new models of theological and religious
established doctrinal and magisterial parameters of the discourse [46] that makes faith relevant and rooted in the
Christian tradition. If a particular religious experience contemporary context of the human person [22]. Hence,
and the kind of religiosity that an individual exhibits do theological reflections based on empirical analysis of
not coincide or even conform to the Christian tradition's religious experiences constituting an individual’s
categorical mandates and imperatives, it would then be a religiosity gives new ways of excavating more
proscribed religious experience. However, this would effectively the richness of faith and religiosity in the
disregard the mystery of the incarnation; the essence of lenses of society's ever-changing context.
kerygma; the way of the disciples that the Christian
This is precisely what Baring of the Theology and
tradition upholds. De Mesa [12] argued that the way of Religious Education Department of De La Salle
the disciples and the crux of their evangelization University and Cañete, an Applied Theology student, did
(kerygma) is established in their fraternal relationship in their respective published papers. Both authors were
with the man on the cross; the man who created a able to examine the sense of religiosity of selected
dissonance in the cognitive, practical, and cultural fabric individuals in the context of their religious perceptions
of society from his time to the present.
and experiences. Baring’s [2] manuscript entitled
The coming of Jesus into the disciples' lives was an Children's image of God and their parents: Explorations
incarnation experience where the propinquity of God’s in children's spirituality and Cañete’s [7] work entitled
presence was unfolded and made available in their midst. Teaching basic theological doctrines on love, marriage
The theological significance of the disciples’ and religiosity: Reconciling the Church’s teaching and
evangelization is founded on their “nearness” to the the perspectives of Catholic teens offer a theological
presence of Jesus which provided them with an discourse on religiosity and all its aspects, particularly in
experience of the very person of Jesus; an experience like the field of youth spirituality on the level of empiricallyno other; a religious experience. Therefore, in this based data gathered from their respondents and the
context, one can see that the Christian tradition is a statistical treatment they used in interpreting and making
theological exposition of the disciples’ religious sense of the same data they have gathered in relation with
experiences on the person of Jesus who freely manifested the respondents’ religious perception.
himself and gave them new perspectives in looking at
Hence, this paper aims to explore further and analyze
reality and in living their lives [5]. The disciples’ the methodology and statistical treatment utilized by the
religiosity and their new approach towards life are authors mentioned above to know their respondents'
outcomes of their religious experiences. In context, one religious perception. Knowing how they make sense of
must be compelled into believing that religiosity only has the empirical data they have gathered is crucial for
something to do with and can only be measured through understanding how religiosity is seen in the way their
the lenses of established religion and institutionalized respondents look at reality, the idea of God, religion,
tradition. As a product of human experience, religiosity moral precepts, spirituality, and the like. Likewise, this
is an integral part of the life of an individual that has also attempts to assess that empirical-based analysis on
something to do with how one conducts oneself [3].
religiosity provides adequate theological and religious
Therefore, religiosity’s empirical dimension should reflection that appropriates the faith and the relevance of
not be discredited in any form of its theological God in today’s context.
discourse. By analyzing the empirical aspect of
religiosity, one cannot know the lingering religious
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LITERARY REVIEW
The quality of the relationship that children have with
An Initial Look at Baring’s Children’s Image of God their caregivers has something to do with the nature of
As mentioned, religiosity has something to do with a God's image formed among children. Hence, vital to De
person’s disposition towards something that one Roos for children to have a positive image of God is to
believes, and how this disposition affects the way one have a good rapport with caregivers.
looks at reality, and the manner of relationship that one
Baring [2] challenges this premise and the general
has with himself or others, that comprises the person’s assumption that one might think of when analyzing the
very mode of existence [1, p.10]. In this case, the Filipino concept on the influence of caregivers of De Roos [13],
theologian and religious educator Baring had excavated, by considering the context of families in the
in his empirical research the area of religiosity that has contemporary setting and by postulating the possibility
something to do with the interconnectedness on “how of a positive image of God amidst the unideal situation
children’s experiences with their parents are expressed of the families. Another concern of Baring is the
together with their image of God” [2, p. 277] which tells overabundant study of the development of God's image
a person as to the kind of spirituality that they have. In in children in the western context, and the little to no
other words, in this case, children's religiosity can be study on the same topic in the eastern setting, especially
seen in their spirituality, closely tied up with their image in the Filipino context. That is why the objective of
of God in connection to their relationship with their Baring’s empirical research in this field is to test the idea
parents.
of De Roos if it is apparent in the context of Filipino
The study of Baring aims to discover and probate with children and among Filipino families; this, in itself, is
the use of empirical data and statistical analysis the revolutionary for the Philippines, as a nation with strong
interconnection of children’s perception of their mother Catholic heritage [27], is used to theologizing that is
and father to their image of God. Here, one can determine directed by the strong doctrinal and magisterial influence
two predominant variables – the image of God and the which is often tends “unable to link with realities of life,
perception of parents. The task is to determine whether issues, questions, and problems of the 21st century” [5,
there are a close association and correlation between p.2].
these two predominant variables and whether one
A theologizing grounded in principles and ideas
variable affects the other predominant variable and other rather than empirical evidence; it is theology from above
closely related variables. With the use of relevant [21] whereby the cultural discourse of magisterial
literature, Baring noticed that various theories explain teachings appropriates an individual's faith and
the effects of different factors on children’s concept of religiosity. Hence, Baring's approach in discovering the
God [14, 17, 33, 41], but it is the work of Rizzuto [37] image of God is countercultural in the context of human
that made a groundbreaking claim vis-à-vis the experience, for it is foreign and pristine in the context of
formation of the image of God in children through Filipino religiosity. That is why the study of Baring gives
experienced-based
or
conceptually
grounded a new way of understanding the faith through how the
methodologies [2]. In other words, an idea of God is faithful appropriated it in their context and experiences
formed in an individual at the early age of development that comprises their sense of religiosity by empirically
through external experiences and mental introspection. analyzing how children from selected government
“An image of God reflects one’s experiences reinforces schools look at God based on how they see their
the claim that God images are formed concerning the caregivers, in Baring’s study the children’s parents.
individual’s appreciation of the self and parents” [2, p.
278] [6, 38, 40]. Moreover, apparent to this is the study
of De Roos [13] where the defining factor that takes An Overview of Canete’s Study on Catholic Teen
utmost influence in the formation of the image of God Religiosity
The published research of Cañete that this paper
among children is their relationship with those persons
whose presence is evident in their developmental stage, examines was induced by the seeming dualism existing
or in the language of De Roos, the children’s caregivers1. between Catholic teens’ sense of religiosity and their
perception of love and marriage issues. What particularly
Baring referred De Roos’s concept of the caregiver
to those who are in charge of the welfare of the children
namely parents, teachers, guardians, butlers, and the like.
Hence, Baring’s explorations and generalizations on the notio
1

of caregiver gives a person an idea that the formation of the
image of God in the consciousness of children is not limited to
their experiences with their parents but is apparent to everyone
who has direct influence on the formation of their identity.
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moving in his study was the possibility of this perception
The result of the empirical study bridged the gap
on the variables above to openness to homosexual union between religious liberalism and conservatism. It is
while considering their Catholic upbringing, and to known that, because of the religious temperament of the
describe the kind of religiosity that they have whether it young that comprise the kind of religiosity they have
is in accord with the precepts of the Church (which is [20], young people are always being labeled as liberal
described as being religiously conservative) or not and therefore, heretics. However, the result of Canete's
(hence categorizing them as liberal). If their notion on study shows that young people can still be religious even
love and marriage is parallel to what the theological though they have a liberal stance on the doctrinal
discourse of the Church or the demands of their faith, dimension of their faith and an unconventional
then they might be considered as practicing, but if they appropriation of this doctrinal dimension to the present
perceived and understand love and marriage apart from context. By examining and interpreting the perception of
what is standardized by the Catholic faith, then they fall the respondents on love, marriage, and religiosity,
under the liberal wing [7]. Hence, there appears to a Canete was able to come up with the conclusion that
tension between the conservative wing and the liberal young people are open to the possibility of the
wing of the Catholic faith.
homosexual union while maintaining faithfulness to the
One of the objectives that Cañete has in mind in essence of the Christian teaching on love, and their belief
writing his work was to know, based on empirical in the centrality of God in their life as well as the
evidence and statistical interpretations on the gathered importance of religion.
results from various respondents, whether liberality or
being part of the liberal wing means unfaithfulness to the FRAMEWORK
teachings of the Christian faith, and therefore not
The framework of Baring and Canete’s respective
irreligious, or one can still be considered religious or work would help their corresponding readers know their
faithful to the precepts of the Catholic faith while taking apparent contribution to the world of religious education
a liberal stance. Hence, Canete has ventured to see how and draw possible interconnections between the two
teens understand their Catholic faith and practice it in studies, especially on their significant contributions to
their ways, forming a theological discourse on Christian the field. Nevertheless, one must determine the two
love and marriage that is germane and meaningful in works’ overarching themes and subsequent analysis of
today’s social context, challenging the faithful to engage their interconnectedness in religious studies.
in a theological dialogue that leads to an advent of a
The overarching theme of Baring’s work, as
contemporary novel religiosity.
In doing so, he mentioned above, has something to with the prevailing
conducted an empirical study inviting some of his grade image of God among children as a result of their parental
12 students in the Senior High School Department of upbringing or their perception of their parents,
Pasig Catholic College as respondents.
caregivers, or those charged to look after them in relation
The result of the said study proved interesting for it with the manner on how they are raised. The children’s
gives an idea of the relationship between liberalism and experience of the way they are treated or taken care of
conservatism as applied in religious perception. The constitutes their overall image of God as prescribed in
scholar R.N Van Wyk [45] has mentioned that liberalism the study of De Roos [13], Benson and Spilka [4],
in religious understanding is a school of thought that Rizzuto [38], Spilka, Shaver, and Kirkpatrick [40]. The
quashes conventional understanding and appropriation idea of the possible relationship of one’s image of God
of religious belief. This paradigm of understanding has with parental perception is the working hypothesis in
affected how liberal Christians live the faith, Baring’s study. This working hypothesis was tested and
comprehend Christian tradition, and appropriates the probed in Filipino children using a research-made survey
Christian values in the demands of their current socio- instrument formed by conducting a focus group
personal setting and context. In other words, liberal discussion (FGD). The author deemed it essential that the
Christians find meaning in their religious beliefs in the respondents came from nonsectarian schools,
circumstances of their lived experience, whereas “considering the challenging circumstances affecting the
conservative Christians find a hard time in going beyond family backgrounds of most children enrolled in these
established religious norms and accept novel schools” [2, p. 280]. From these nonsectarian schools,
appropriations of the faith. Hence, there is a conflict there were 241 identified respondents from the Grade
between their understanding of the faith and their five-level selected through convenience sampling.
religiosity [7].
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The study's objective is to describe the predominant
In religious studies, to make sense of learners'
image of God using gathered empirical data from the religious or theological concepts, a religious education
selected grade five respondents. The working hypothesis, instructor must not discredit how students understand
which is the subject of Baring’s study, constitutes other those concepts based on their same experience in life.
relevant issues necessary to capture the essence of the The way learners adequately understand an idea or a
working hypothesis. Issues like “experiences with father principle is through practical learning; it is learning while
and mother that characterize respondents’ perceptions, doing. Religious concepts like God as love or any other
the qualitative relationship between their image of God image that theology would ascribe to God would only be
and parents, and the possibility of any relationship meaningful to a person, especially to students, if such a
between boys’ and girls’ perception in terms of selected concept touched the realm of their experience. The study
religious experiences at home concerning parental or of Baring on God's image considers how children
divine influence” [2, p. 279] are all part of the working interpret God based on their experiences with their
hypothesis which determines the possible relationship parents. Children would initially know about an aspect of
between the image of God with parental perception. God based on how they perceived these aspects and
These variables, both nominal and ordinal were qualities in their parents, and this would be their
presented using crosstabulation, make up the very parameters in dealing, looking, and considering others,
foundation of Baring’s study or the very theme of his comprising their religiosity as seen in Canete’s study.
published work.
Therefore, religious studies must offer a theological
On the other hand, the cornerstone of Canete’s work discourse platform where the Christian faith or other
revolves around the moral question of the permissiveness religious beliefs are enriched. It is also offering a proper
of homosexual union about the sense of religiosity as venue, in this regard, for some religious, theological,
perceived by selected Grade 12 Senior High School liturgical, moral, and doctrinal clarifications for learners
students of Pasig Catholic College. The author to better understand the norms of the Christian tradition
determined 214 samples out of 473 overall population without any daunting element. An exchange of religious
sizes of Grade 12 students using Krejcie and Morgan’s experience under the spirit of genuine dialogue enriches
[23] table to determine samples. From these samples, the faith of people involved and the very faith itself,
Canete [7] determined their perception of homosexual along with its theological and religious trappings.
union by giving them the self-constructed research
instrument that would measure their religiosity and PROBLEM
perception of love and marriage. These variables are
The empirical dimension of religiosity should not be
necessary to determine if their notion of love and discredited in order to understand and describe the
marriage inclines tolerance of homosexual union. The religious temperament of an individual and arrive at a
outcome of their response would establish the nature of theological reflection on how the faith is appropriated in
their religiosity as belonging to the conservative wing or the life of the person. This immensely enriches
liberal wing of Christianity. Hence, the author had established theological norms and creates a dynamic
determined the potential permissiveness of homosexual movement in theological discourse. Therefore, one
union as the working hypothesis, while religiosity would should take advantage and see the value of other schools
be the independent variable, and the notion of love and of thought and disciplines in indulging in the richness of
marriage would be the dependent variables.
a person’s religious experiences. However, knowing the
Looking closely at their overarching themes and their right school of thought to seek counsel with and the
subsequent elements, one might draw a clandestine appropriate discipline to be utilized is a riddle that one
connection between the two-novel work themes about needs to resolve in this regard. These schools of thought
religious education. Religious education is not just a and disciplines are tools that could help a person in
mere platform on which faith is known and understood describing diverse phenomena [28], in this case, the
[9] and where students learn about God, but it has religiosity of an individual and their religious
something to do with how a person is changed and experiences. One needs to consider various factors in
transformed by the things that one learns from the faith knowing the suitable tools to be used in understanding
and of God [35]. Hence, knowledge has an indirect religious
experience.
Nonetheless,
paramount
connection between attitude; Cognition influences consideration should be rendered on the nature of the
emotions and behavior [30].
religious experience and the questions that one wants to
answer in the investigation process. Religious experience
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necessitates a proper tool to be used in order to arrive at that they used in their studies was grounded in
the proper interpretation and analysis [31] of its nature, psychological and sociological ideologies [2, pp.278and what one would want to investigate using the proper 279] [7, pp. 52-54], and they approached the problem of
approach. Therefore, one must be clear about the their respective studies using statistical treatment,
objective of the investigation before arriving at any namely the Descriptive and Inferential Statistical
schools or thought or discipline toe used as a tool of Approach.
investigation; the problem and possible inquiries that one
Descriptive statistical analysis is important for both
wants to address in examining a religious experience or studies for it gives the general characteristic by
the religiosity of an individual; lastly, the nature of an presenting data in an organized and summarized manner
individual’s religiosity and its similar religious that best present a meaningful description [8, 24] Here,
experience for “nature speaks of itself” [36].
the children speak for themselves and the interpretation
These considerations are evident in the study of both that one should be made does not go beyond what the
Baring [2] and Canete [7]. Both authors are clear with data present in themselves. In context, in order to
their objectives, queries, and the things they wanted to faithfully capture the very perception on the subject
investigate out of their own chosen topics of inquiry matter of both authors’ corresponding respondents in
about religiosity, and how this is evident in their their studies, Descriptive Statistics is a must. If one wants
respondents' perception and experiences. Because of this to know perceptions of a particular variable, Descriptive
attitude towards research investigation, Baring and Statistical Analysis is the best way to utilize, for it
Canete were able to make sense of the empirical data remains faithful to what the data present in themselves.
they have gathered and achieved their respective Hence, Descriptive Statistics is a fundamental element in
objectives of inquiry. By using the right tools and any study that require empirical analysis and
employing the right school of thought, both authors were characterization of data. On the other hand, Inferential
able to give a straightforward narrative, characterization, Statistical Analysis, as defined by the study of
and description of children’s image of God in relation Chanoknath and Lourangrath [8, p.31], is “using the
with their perception of their parents by Baring, and on sample of descriptive statistics to make an inference” on
the problem of teen religiosity as in line with the the possibility of any relationship of each gathered data.
possibility of permissiveness in homosexual union by Here, inferential statistics take one step further in
Canete.
analyzing what the data could mean in their association
Therefore, what tool did both authors use in their with each other that establishes part of the study's overall
respective studies? How did they use these tools to make condition. Even though Descriptive Statistical Analysis
sense of the empirical data they have successfully could present sound results that might aid in the progress
gathered? What are some considerations, if there were of a study, it is not complete without further inferentially
any, did they cogitate in using those tools in their study? analyzing the relationship of each data. Because every
These are some of the questions the next part would piece of data in its richness could offer a lot in building
answer, for it is vital that one understands and examine up the objective of a study, it is advisable to utilize both
the manner of how these tools are being used, especially Descriptive and Inferential Statistical Analysis to be
in the context of religious studies, in order to arrive at a comprehensive in one's research.
plausible interpretational narrative that describes a
The study of Baring entitled Children’s image of God
religious experience in its very nature.
and their parents: an exploration in children’s
ANALYSIS
spirituality approached its identified problems by having
As stated, Baring and Canete’s theological and a Descriptive Quantitative as its research design, which
religious expositions are grounded in empirical analysis necessitates a plausible use of Descriptive Statistical
and driven by grounded data from the respondents Treatment. Baring has employed this kind of statistical
themselves. Hence, it is a must for them to draw meaning treatment in his self-developed Likert scale and nominal
from experience based on their respective respondents' scale measures given to his target respondents and was
perception. Therefore, in order to arrive at sound consistent with the variables defined in the study. The
empirical interpretations of various gathered data on Descriptive Statistical treatment had given Baring a
their respective field of inquiry in religious education, sound analysis on Nominal data using cross-tabulation
primarily in the field of children spirituality and frequency distribution; ordinal data were analyzed
religiosity, both authors have utilized the disciplines of through summary statistics of the data’s mean and
statistics and the social sciences. The very framework standard deviation, and “to compare scores of religious
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experiences between boys and girls” [2, p.281], an magisterial teachings, leading to the appreciation of
independent sample t-test was used which is a kind of an homosexual union, which comprises their religious
Inferential Statistical Analysis. This gives the researcher temperament.
not just the answer to his research problem and questions,
The result of Baring’s study, therefore, offers an
but more importantly, some insights that pave the way avenue for a relevant discourse on the theology of imago
for novel theological and religious discourse in the Dei (image of God), where its established doctrinal
sphere of religious education.
theology meets the empirical and perception-based
The result and the insight of the study of Baring in the theology, in order to arrive at a meaningful theological
context of Filipino children in selected government and religious synthesis on the subject matter. The same
schools challenge previous and present western goes in Canete's study, where the theology of love and
scholarship on the direct influence of the environment marriage are appropriated in the context of individuals
and caregivers to children’s inclusive image of God [4, whose gender does not belong to the conventional while
13, 38, 40], for “the children’s experience with their maintaining the essence of such theologies. Equally, the
parents do not appear to influence them to view God in a same study has given one an idea that the young,
similar light. From a psychological viewpoint, the religious and spiritual in their ways, have something to
children assigned a functional image to their mother and offer in making the faith and the belief in the divine
fathers in contrast to a positive personal impression given relevant in the present context [34]. The voice of the
to God” [2, p. 286].
young is the contextualization of faith in contemporary
On the other hand, Canete’s study entitled Teaching times. The empirical study of Baring and Canete in
fundamental theological doctrines on love, marriage and theology and religious education offers a way of seeing
religiosity: Reconciling the Church's teaching and the the faith from the perspective, perception, temperament,
perspectives of Catholic teens had approached the and lived experience of people. This lived experience
problem and the defined variables of his study by bellows the mystery of the incarnation of God – a God
designing a Descriptive Mix-method Research Design, who became man and dwell among humanity (Cf. John
where it sought to measure the perception of the 1:14) and walks side-by-side with the entire human race
respondents on “preexisting ecclesial norm on love, (Cf. 2 Timothy 3:16).
marriage, and religiosity; illustrates their belief as
conservative or liberal, and determines if such beliefs DISCUSSION
compliments or endangers the Church” an available, [7,
New ways of seeing and discovering the faith would
p. 54]. However, to arrive at an appropriate outcome, the not be possible if the theological and religious discourse
author had used both Descriptive Analysis and Pearson is trapped within the four corners of the faith's scholastic
Correlation Analysis (Pearson-r) as the research’s very interpretation. If such would ever happen, the light of the
statistical treatment on gathered data.
faith with its theological and religious dimensions
“Descriptive Analysis (DA) was used in treating and “might have been considered sufficient for societies of
describing the basic feature of the data” [7, p. 55] of each old but was felt to be of no use for new times, for
variable stipulated in the study; DA has shown the scale humanity comes of age, proud of its rationality and
or level of acceptability the responses of the author’s anxious to explore the future in novel ways” [18, p. 4].
samples fell. This is necessary for the author to determine For the faith to be meaningful to modern times,
the quality of his respondents' notion of love, marriage, theological and religious discourse should be done in its
and religiosity as liberal or conservative. While Pearson very arena; the theological and religious discourse
Correlation Analysis was operated in order to determine should permeate the very fabric of modern thought and
the possible relationship of each variable [42]; this would find its relevance in its pedagogical discourse. Hence, the
“determine if the sense of religiosity of the respondents discourse should ground itself in the inductive way of
has a significant relationship with their notion of love exploring ideas where human experience and how an
and marriage” [7, p.55]. With the aid of these statistical individual looks at specific matters of reality.
treatments, the result of Canete’s study gave the academe
The starting point of theological and religious
and the sphere of religious education an idea that discourse is the human experience and not the
Catholic teens “do have a strong sense of Catholic faith” established doctrinal nor magisterial ideologies, giving
[7, p. 62] by having a firm belief in God and the precepts an individual in the spectrum of theology and religious
of the Church. However, their perception of love and education “a fresh vision and new eyes to see” [18, p. 6]
marriage goes beyond the restrictions of gender and in understanding things. It is like finding God in all
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things, especially in the dynamism, particularity, and of doctrinal narratives and taciturn ideas, but a tangible
littleness of human experience [10, 32]. Understanding experience on divine reality where God becomes present
the faith, with all its tenets, from the perspective of in the personal world of the person. This idea connotes
human experience humanizes theological and religious the personalization and humanization of the faith instead
discourse [11, 39]. As mentioned in the introductory part of its doctrinal rigidity. Hence, theology and religious
of this study, an empirically based reflection paves the education is a narration of an expression of a personal
way for novel theological and religious discourse that is journey where one realizes the ever-pertinent presence
more human than conceptual, enabling an individual to of God in one’s life, comprising a kind of religious
take ownership of such discourse and experience the temperament or, in short, one’s religiosity. This
Divine’s indwelling presence evident in his/her life.
approach towards the faith offers novel theological and
Hence, it is necessary to utilize what the social, religious discourse that needs to be examined, heard, and
human, and statistical sciences and the like in empirical- explored. Therefore, one needs proper tools in
based theological and religious analysis. Statistical tools excavating the richness of this pristine territory of an
like what Baring and Canete had used in their respective experience-based theology and religiosity seen in one’s
studies present a methodology in approaching gathered religiosity.
empirical data. At the same time, social and human
Moreover, one could best inquire about the aid of
sciences and the theological and religious sciences could social and human sciences as well as statistics. The
draw some sense and make inferential analyses out of the human sciences could offer principles and ideologies
results of statistical evaluation. Descriptive and that one could use to examine a person’s theological and
Inferential Statistical Treatment would be helpful religious perception; however, statistics offer the
because it helps a researcher to precisely know the methodology on how to approach them. The utilization
perception of an individual regarding an aspect of the of these tools could present a sound and practical
faith that is being inquired based on their experiences and understanding of the object matter and lead to the
establish connections between data to detect “lingering subsistence of new theological and religious hypotheses
phenomena.” This is what Baring and Canete did in that make the faith ever relevant. In context, this study,
understanding how their respondents understand and places paramount prominence on an empirical-based
look at the subject of religious and theological inquiry approach towards examining the phenomenon of
presented to them, and how they affect their overall personal religiosity and the practical theological and
behavior and outlook in life given the dimensions and religious discourse, believing that understanding the
variables of their study. Hence, these tools and schools religious temperament of people in their context would
of thought had satisfied the overall research design of enrich the repertoire of theological and religious treatise
their respective studies. Therefore, statistics and other and make the faith and God present in the here and the
schools of thought go hand-in-hand in the case of an now.
empirically-based study of religiosity and theology, for
one offers the methodology, and the other offers the REFERENCES
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